Current CNN-based solutions to salient object detection (SOD) mainly rely on the optimization of cross-entropy loss (CELoss). Then the quality of detected saliency maps is often evaluated in terms of F-measure. In this paper, we investigate an interesting issue: can we consistently use the F-measure formulation in both training and evaluation for SOD? By reformulating the standard F-measure we propose the relaxed F-measure which is differentiable w.r.t the posterior and can be easily appended to the back of CNNs as the loss function. Compared to the conventional cross-entropy loss of which the gradients decrease dramatically in the saturated area, our loss function, named FLoss, holds considerable gradients even when the activation approaches the target. Consequently, the FLoss can continuously force the network to produce polarized activations. Comprehensive benchmarks on several popular datasets show that FLoss outperforms the stateof-the-arts with a considerable margin. More specifically, due to the polarized predictions, our method is able to obtain high quality saliency maps without carefully tuning the optimal threshold, showing significant advantages in real world applications.
Introduction
We consider the task of salient object detection (SOD), where each pixel of a given image has to be classified as salient (outstanding) or not. Human visual system is able to perceive and process visual signals distinctively: interested regions are conceived and analyzed with high priority while other regions draw less attention. This capacity has been long studied in the computer vision community in the name of 'salient object detection', since it can ease the procedure of scene understanding [2] . The performance of modern salient object detection methods is often evaluated in terms of F-measure. Rooted from information retrieval [22] , the F-measure is widely used as an evaluation metric in tasks where elements of a specified class have to be retrieved, especially when the relevant class is rare. Given the per-pixel predictionŶ (ŷ i ∈ [0, 1], i = 1, ..., |Y |) and the ground-truth saliency map Y (y i ∈ {0, 1}, i = 1, ..., |Y |), a threshold t is applied to obtain the binarized predictioṅ Y t (ẏ t i ∈ {0, 1}, i = 1, ..., |Y |). The F-measure is then defined as the harmonic mean of precision and recall:
where β 2 > 0 is a balance factor between precision and recall. When β 2 > 1 the F-measure is biased in favour of recall and otherwise the F-measure considers precision more than recall.
Most CNN-based solutions for SOD [7, 11, 23] mainly rely on the optimization of cross-entropy loss (CELoss) in a FCN [15] architecture, and the quality of saliency maps is often assessed by the F-measure. Optimizing the pixel-independent CELoss can be regarded as minimizing the mean absolute error (MAE= N i |ŷi−yi| N ), because in both circumstances each prediction/ground-truth pair works independently and contributes to the final score equally. Models trained with CELoss, if the data labels have biased distribution, would make biased predictions towards the majority class. Therefore, salient object detectors trained with CELoss hold biased prior and tend to predict unknown pixels as the background, consequently leading to low-recall detections. The F-measure [22] is a more sophisticated and comprehensive evaluation metric which combines precision and recall into a single score and automatically offsets the unbalance between positive/negative samples.
In this paper, we investigate to provide a uniform formulation in both training and evaluation for salient object detection. By directly training with the evaluation metric, i.e. the F-measure, as the optimization target, we perform F-measure maximizing in an end-to-end manner. To perform the end-to-end learning, we propose the relaxed F-measure to overcome the undifferentiability in the standard F-measure formulation. The proposed loss function, named FLoss, is decomposable w.r.t the posteriorŶ and thus can be appended to the back of a CNN as supervision without effort. We test the FLoss on several state-of-the-art SOD architectures and witness a visible performance gain. Furthermore, the proposed FLoss holds considerable gradients even in the saturated area, resulting in polarized predictions that are stable against the threshold.
Our proposed FLoss enjoys following favorable properties:
• Threshold-free salient object detection. Models trained with FLoss produce contrastive saliency maps in which the foreground and background are clearly separated, therefore, FLoss can achieve high performance regardless of the threshold. Although post-processing technologies like CRF can be used to obtain contrastive salient maps as well, however, these methods are often time-consuming. For instance, in [7] the CRF takes about 400ms on a 300x400 image, while the salient object detection part itself only costs 80ms.
• Being able to deal with unbalanced data. Defined as the harmonic mean of precision and recall, the F-measure is able to establish a balance between samples of different classes. We experimentally evidence that our method can find a better compromise between precision and recall.
Related Work
We review several CNN-based architectures for salient object detection and the literature related to F-measure optimization.
Salient Object Detection (SOD):
The convolutional neural network (CNN) is proven to be dominant in many sub-areas of computer vision. Significant progress has been achieved since the presence of CNN in salient object detection. The DHS net [13] is one of the pioneers of using CNN for salient object detection. DHS firstly produces a coarse saliency map with global cues including contrast, objectness et al., then the coarse map is progressively refined with a hierarchical recurrent convolutional neural network. The emergence of the fully convolutional network (FCN) [15] provides an elegant way to perform the end-to-end pixel-wise inference. DCL [11] uses a two-stream architecture to process contrast information in both pixel and patch levels. The FCN-based sub-stream produces a saliency map with pixel-wise accuracy, and the other network stream performs inference on each object segment. Finally, a fully connected CRF [9] is used to combine the pixel-level and segment-level semantics.
Rooted from the HED [24] for edge detection, aggregating multi-scale side-outputs is proven to be effective in refining dense predictions especially when the detailed local structures are required to be preserved. In the HED-like architectures, deeper side-outputs capture rich semantics and shallower side-outputs contain high-resolution details. Combining these representations of different levels will lead to significant performance improvements. DSS [7] introduces deep-to-shallow short connections across different side-outputs to refine the shallow side-outputs with deep semantic features. The deep-to-shallow short connections enable the shallow side-outputs to distinguish real salient objects from the background, and meanwhile retain the high resolution. The similar idea has been adopted by Zhang et al. in Amulet [26] .
These methods mentioned above tried to refine salient object detection by introducing a more powerful network architecture, from recurrent refining network to multi-scale side-output fusing.
F-measure Optimization: Despite having been utilized as a common performance metric in many application domains, optimizing the F-measure doesn't draw much attention until very recently. The works aiming at optimizing the F-measure can be divided into two subcategories [4] : (a) structured loss minimization methods such as [19, 20] which optimize the F-measure as the target during training; and (b) plug-in rule approaches which optimize the F-measure during inference phase [5, 8, 18, 21] .
Much of the attention has been drawn to the study of the latter subcategory: finding an optimal threshold value which leads to a maximal F-measure given predicted posteriorŶ . There are few articles about optimizing the F-measure during the training phase. Petterson et al. [19] optimize the F-measure indirectly by maximizing a loss function associated to the F-measure. Then in their successive work [20] they construct an upper bound of the discrete F-measure, and then maximize the F-measure by optimizing its upper bound.
3 Optimizing the F-measure in CNNs
In the standard F-measure, the true positive, false positive and false negative are defined as the number of corresponding samples:
where Y is the ground-truth,Ẏ t is the binary prediction binarized by threshold t and Y is the ground-truth saliency map. 1(·) is an indicator function that evaluates to 1 if its argument is true and 0 otherwise.
To incorporate the F-measure into CNN and optimize in an end-to-end manner, we have to define a decomposable F-measure that is differentiable over predictionŷ. Based on this motivation, we reformulate the true positive, false positive and false negative based on the posteriorŶ :
Similar formulation has been used in [16] to evaluate the quality of saliency maps, which is proven to be consistent with human perception. Given the definitions in Eq.3, precision p and recall r are:
Finally the relaxed F-measure is defined as below:
where H = β 2 (T P + F N ) + (T P + F P ).
Maximizing F-measure in CNNs
In order to maximize the relaxed F-measure in CNNs in an end-to-end manner, we define our proposed F-measure based loss (FLoss) function L F as:
Minimizing L F (Ŷ , Y ) is equivalent to maximizing the relaxed F-measure. Note that L F is calculated directly from the raw predictionŶ without thresholding. Therefore, L F is differentiable over the predictionŶ and can be plugged into CNNs without effort. The partial derivative of loss L F over network activationŶ at location i is:
FLoss vs Cross-entropy Loss
We compare the proposed FLoss with widely used pixel-wise cross-entropy loss (CELoss) which is defined as:
where i is the spatial location of the input image and |Y | is the number of pixels of the input image. The gradient of L CE w.r.t predictionŷ i is:
As revealed in Eq. 7 and Eq. 9, the gradient of CELoss We further compare the surface plots (Fig. 1 ) of FLoss and CELoss in a two points binary classification problem under different ground-truth settings (GT=[0, 1] and GT= [1, 1] ). The two spatial axes represent the predictionŷ 0 andŷ 1 , and the z axis is the loss.
As shown in Fig. 1 , the gradient of FLoss is different from that of CELoss in two aspects: (1) Limited gradient: the FLoss holds limited gradient values even the predictions are far away from the ground-truth. This is crucial for CNN training because it prevents the notorious gradient explosion problem. Additionally, it allows a larger learning rate in the training phase, as evidenced by the experiments. (2) Considerable gradients in the saturated area: in CELoss, the gradient decays when the prediction gets closer to the ground-truth, while FLoss holds considerable gradients even in the saturated area. This will force the network to have polarized predictions. Salient detection examples in Fig. 2 illustrate the 'high contrast' and polarized predictions.
Experiments and Analysis

Experimental Configurations
Dataset and data augmentation. We uniformly train our model and competitors on the MSRA-B [14] training set for a fair comparison. The MSRA-B dataset with 5000 images in total is equally split into training/testing subsets. We test the trained models on 5 other SOD datasets: ECSSD [25] , HKU-IS [10] , PASCALS [12] , SOD [17] , and DUT-OMRON [17] . More statistics of these datasets are shown in Tab. 1. It's worth mentioning that the challenging degree of a dataset is determined by many factors such as the number of images, the number of objects in one image, the contrast of salient objects w.r.t the background, the complexity of salient object structures, the center bias of salient objects and the size variance of images etc. Analysing these details is out of the scope of this paper, we refer the readers to [6] for more analysis of datasets.
Dataset
#Images Contrast MSRA-B [14] 5000 High ECSSD [25] 1000 High HKU-IS [10] 4000 Low PASCALS [12] 850 Medium SOD [17] 300 Low DUT-OMRON [17] 5168 Low Table 1 : Statistics of relevant SOD datasets. '#Im-ages' indicates the number of images in a dataset.
Data augmentation is critical to generating sufficient data for training deep CNNs. We fairly perform data augmentation for the original implementations and their FLoss variants. For the DSS [7] and DHS [13] architectures we perform only horizontal flip on both training images and saliency maps just as DSS did. Amulet [26] only allows 256 × 256 inputs. We randomly crop/pad the original data to get square images, then resize them to meet the shape requirement.
Network architecture and hyper-parameters. We test our proposed FLoss on 3 baseline methods: Amulet [26] , DHS [14] and DSS [7] . To verify the effectiveness of FLoss (Eq.6), we replace the cross-entropy loss (CELoss) layer(s) in the original implementations and keep all other network structures unchanged. As explained in Sec.3.3, the FLoss allows a larger base learning rate due to limited gradients. We use the base learning rate 10 4 times the original settings. For example, in DSS the base learning rate is 10 −8 , while in our F-DSS, the base learning rate is 10 ). The factor β 2 in Eq. 1 is set to 0.3 as suggested by [1, 7, 11, 13, 23] . By applying series thresholds t ∈ T to the saliency mapŶ , we obtain binarized saliency mapsẎ t with different precisions, recalls and F-measures. Then the optimal threshold t o and MaxF are achieved by tuning the threshold over the whole dataset:
The MeanF is the average F-measure of saliency maps under different thresholds:
Detection Results Comparisons
We compare the proposed method with several baselines on 5 popular datasets. Some example detection results are shown in Fig. 2 and comprehensive quantitative comparisons are in Tab. 2.
In general, methods with FLoss can obtain considerable improvements compared with their crossentropy loss (CELoss) based counterparts especially in terms of MeanF and MAE which witnesses a nearly 2% performance gain on average. This is mainly because our method is stable against the threshold, leading to high-performance saliency maps under a wide threshold range. In our detected saliency maps, the foreground (salient objects) and background are well separated, as shown in Fig. 2 and explained in Sec. 3.3.
Image GT DHS [13] F-DHS Amulet [26] F-Amulet DSS [7] F-DSS Table 2 : Quantitative comparison of different methods on 5 popular datasets.
Threshold-free Salient Object Detection
We analyse the influences of thresholds in two aspects: (1) performance under different thresholds, which reflects the stability of a method against threshold change, and (2) mean and variance of t o on different datasets, which represent the generalization abilities. , FLoss still presents a stable optimal threshold. In conclusion, the performance of FLoss is stable against threshold (Fig.3 (a) ), and the t o of FLoss is stable across different datasets, regardless of what backbone architecture is used (Fig.3  (b) ).
The standard evaluation protocol for salient object detection works as below: (a) a saliency mapŶ is obtained with the trained model; (b) a series of thresholds t are applied to the saliency maps, deriving binary saliency mapsẎ t ; (d) tune the optimal threshold t o and maximal F-measure (MaxF) using Eq. 10.
There is an obvious limitation in above procedure: the F-measure is sensitive to thresholds, as shown in Fig.3 (a) , and there is no ground-truth in real-world circumstances to search such 'optimal threshold'. One solution is to tune the t o on a validating set and then generalize to other images. However, as shown in Fig.3 (b) , for most of the conventional methods the t o varies among datasets, making it difficult to transfer t o across different data. An 'optimal threshold' on one dataset may probably be sub-optimal on other datasets. Our proposed FLoss holds stable t o on multiple datasets and backbone network architectures, showing great potential in real-world applications.
The Label-unbalancing Problem in SOD
The foreground and background are biased in SOD where most of the pixels belong to the non-salient background. The unbalanced training data will lead the model to local minimal that tends to predict unknown pixels as the background. Consequently, in evaluation recall becomes a bottleneck to the performance, as illustrated in Fig. 4 (a) .
Although assigning loss weight to the positive/negative samples is a simple way to offset the unbalancing-problem, an additional experiment in Tab. 3 shows that our method performs better than assigning loss weight. The loss weights for positive/negative samples are determined by the positive/negative ratio in a mini-batch:
, as suggested in [24] . Table 3 : Comparison of DSS, balanced-DSS and F-DSS.
The Compromise Between Precision and Recall
Recall and precision are two conflict metrics because high-precision predictions will usually achieve low recall and vice versa. In some circumstances, we care recall much more than precision, while in other tasks precision may be more important than recall. A representative example is the 'object proposal detection' which generates candidate bounding boxes for subsequent object classification. Recall must be firstly considered over precision in proposal generation because the missing candidates will no longer be retrieved.
We train models with different β 2 and comprehensively evaluate their performances in terms of precision, recall and F-measure. Results in Fig.4 (b) reveal that β 2 is a bias adjustor between precision and recall during model training: larger β 2 leads to higher recall while lower β 2 results in higher precision.
Conclusion
In this paper, we propose to directly maximize the F-measure for salient object detection. We introduce the FLoss that is differentiable w.r.t the predicted posteriors as optimization target in CNN architectures. The proposed method achieves better performance in terms of better handling the biased data distributions. Moreover, our method is stable against the threshold and obtains high-quality saliency maps under a wide threshold range, showing great potential in real-world applications. By adjusting the β 2 factor, one can easily adjust the compromise between precision and recall, adding more flexibility to deal with various circumstances. Comprehensive benchmarks on several popular datasets illustrate the advantage of the proposed method.
